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Horizon Floors are finished with a penetrating hardening oil finish that is designed to protect the floor without a top
surface film on your new beautiful hardwood floor. This allows the wood to give and take moisture in harmony with
the environment around it. It also provides a dirt and wear resistant surface that will give you a life time floor
without ever the need to sand.

AFTER INSTALLATION
If the floor needs to be covered to prevent wear and dirt penetration due to additional construction, use paper or
cardboard. Do NOT tape paper or cardboard to the floor. After all Installation/construction work is completed.
Vacuum the floor, then clean the floor thoroughly using the WOCA Oil-Refresher. WOCA Oil-Refresher is a high
quality cleaning and maintenance product all in one, which combines gentle cleaning while adding a small amount of
Maintenance Oil to the surface.

INITIAL CLEANING AFTER INSTALLATION
After the floor is installed it is recommended to clean the floor using 1 cup of WOCA Oil-Refresher mixed with 5
quarts of water.( 250 ml to 5 liters of water) Mop the floor gently using a cotton mop etc. Leave the floor to dry for
1-2 hour before taken into use. Use WOCA Oil-Refresher White on white oiled floors and WOCA Oil-Refresher
Natural on all other oiled floors. Please refer to After-Care Matrix below.

ROUTINE CLEANING
Perform weekly or monthly cleaning by vacuuming or sweeping. When the floors are dirty, use the WOCA OilRefresher in mixing ratio half a cup to 5 quarts of water (125 ml to 5 liters of water)
HALF CUP OF WOCA OIL –REFRESHER TO 5 QUARTS OF WATER
Dip the mop into the Oil-Refresher mixture and clean the floor with the light wrung mop. If the floors are very dirty,
it is recommended to work with 2 buckets: one with the solution and one with rinse water. Then mop the floor
lengthwise of the boards. Leave the solution on the floor briefly in order to dissolve dirt. Remove dirty Oil-Refresher
residues with hard wrung mop and then rinse in bucket with rinse water. Always wipe floor with a hard wrung out
mop in order to re-establish the protective WOCA Oil-Refresher micro film. Leave surface to dry for 1 hour before
taken into use. Use WOCA Oil-Refresher White on white oiled floors and WOCA Oil-Refresher Natural on all other
oiled floors. Please refer to After-Care Matrix below.
Please refer to demo video link for Oil Refresher guidelines. https://vimeo.com/69682867 (password: woca)
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REMOVING STAINS AND SCRATCHES
Light scratches are best repaired by hand rubbing WOCA Master Oil Natural or in some cases the matching WOCA
Master Color oil on your floor on the affected area using a cloth.
Rub a small amount of WOCA Master Oil on the scratch. Leave the oil to absorb for a short period of time before
removing the oil from the surface with a clean cotton cloth. Be sure to remove all of the oil on top of the wood.
Allow to dry. Always soak oil stained rags in water before lying flat to dry. Then dispose in regular trash.
Very tough stains caused by red wine, coffee, etc. can be removed by using WOCA Spot Remover. Simply spray the
Spot Remover on the spot and leave to dissolve. Wipe with a cloth. If necessary, repeat treatment. After removing
the spot, the floor should be treated with the WOCA Master Oil.

FUTURE MAINTENANCE
Natural oil finished floors should never have to be re sanded. However, over time it is necessary to apply more oil to
your floor. Traffic patterns or wear areas can be easily eliminated with this step. Typically in a residential application
this is anywhere from 2 – 5 years after initial use of your floor. WOCA Maintenance Oil provides the floor with
additional hard wearing properties. Use WOCA Maintenance Oil White on White oiled floors and Maintenance Oil
Natural on all others. Follow directions on the label.

COMMERCIAL APPLICATIONS
General Recommendations
After installation in commercial areas (high traffic areas) your new floors should be cleaned with WOCA Wood
Cleaner and polished with a coat of WOCA Master Oil. The WOCA Wood Cleaner is mixed in a ratio 1:40 (1/2 cup of
WOCA Wood Cleaner mixed with 5 quarts of water). Using a damp mop, the floor should be mopped with the Wood
Cleaner solution. Allow the floor to dry for 2 hours. The floor is now ready for a coat of Master Oil Natural (white for
a white oiled floor). Work in 250-300sf sections. Using a thick white polish pad, pour a capful of oil into the center of
the white pad and begin buffing the floor. Add small amounts of oil directly to the floor as needed. Once you have
buffed the oil into a section, you must remove the oil from the surface. Using a clean white pad with a cotton cloth
underneath, buff off any excess oil on the surface. Repeat this process with each section. Ongoing cleaning for
commercial areas are Master Soap Natural . However, please contact the local WOCA specialist for a customized
cleaning and maintenance schedule.
Display and Showroom floors are great ways to show the beauty and character of natural oiled floors. To ensure the
floors last a long time and hold up to the constant flow of traffic in a showroom or model home we recommend
treating these floors as a commercial application by using WOCA Master Oil after installation. We believe this is
necessary to maintain the beauty and protect the investment of this application.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
Can I use the hardwood floor cleaning product that I purchase at the grocery store?
No, use the WOCA Oil Refresher to clean your oiled floors to protect and nourish your floors.
How often do I need to clean my floors?
Clean the floors when they are dirty. This could mean weekly for some and monthly for others. Use the WOCA Oil
Refresher for your regular cleaning.
My floors don’t look like they have any finish on them. Is this normal?
Your floors have been coated with hardening penetrating oil that protects the wood from the inside. They are not
designed to have a film finish on the surface. Your natural oiled floor will last a lifetime with a small amount of care.
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WHY HORIZON FLOORS?
Horizon Floors is a leading manufacturer
and trusted provider of quality wood
flooring products in North America. We are
committed to redefining the look of floors
and beautifying interior spaces, offering
product value, sustainable flooring
solutions and incredible style options.

Quality Products
All of Horizon’s flooring products are
backed by a 30 year limited warranty.

Sustainable Options
Horizon Floors is dedicated to practicing
sustainable forest management, helping
preserve today's forests for the future. Our
floors are made using less raw harvested
wood materials than other floors.

Form & Function
Horizon Floors are made for life. Designed
for you and your busy lifestyle, Horizon
Floors are durable, versatile and beautiful.
Horizon Floors are available in a wide
array of styles and colors to suit your
design style.
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